Plant a Seed - Invest in Yourself – Believe in Yourself
“Faith“ = “Strong Belief in something”
In the Bible, Matthew 17:20 Jesus said, “ .. Truly, I tell you,if you have faith like
a grain of mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, 'Move from here to there',
and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you.”
The mustard seed is one of the tiniest, most insignificant seeds found in the
Middle East where Jesus lived.
However, the Mustard Seed grows up into a 10 ft tall big strong tree in just a few
months, IF it is planted in fertile soil.
Invest in Yourself Plant a Seed in Yourself, as fertile soil. Then . . .
Believe in Yourself, and watch this seed grow up into something powerful.
One such seed you may plant is learning Mathematics starting with the Decimal
Number System, as Uncle Jack taught it to me, and then how to use a wonderful
modern Tool, the Scientific Calculator, to quickly and easily perform any
arithmetic calculation. Cost? About $25 and 25 Hours of your time.
Your friends and family and teachers will be impressed! You too! Faith!
Then, you can learn practical Workforce Math including Algebra, Geometry, and
Trigonometry which will form Your Foundation for mastering any technical field.
Cost? $200, or less and about 60 hours of your time.
Indeed it could be as low as $29 of you study diligently for about 30 days.
Plant this seed, and have faith it will grow into something big, like a mountain.
I learned Jesus's Mustard Seed Message when I was about ten years old from a
wonderful Sunday School Teacher, Theron York. I believed!
Belief in Myself and God, and many seeds planted has yielded a wonderful life.
You can DO IT too!
Believe in Yourself!

Invest in Yourself!

Plant seeds!

